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Worldwide Subsidy Group LLC (a Texas limited liability company) dba Independent
Producers Group ("IPG") hereby submits its rebuttal testimony and exhibits in the abovecaptioned proceeding.
IPG will present two witnesses:
1. Raul Galaz, an employee of IPG.
2. Tom Moyer, a principal of Watercourse Road Productions, a television production
company and syndicator.
Mr. Galaz will sponsor the exhibits referenced in and appended to his testimony.
IPG maintains that it is entitled to percentages of the Phase II royalties allocated to the
Devotional Programming category, as more specifically set forth in the IPG Rebuttal Statement,
but reserves its right to revise its claim in light of evidence presented in this proceeding.
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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY
OF RAUL GALAZ
OF INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS GROUP
The written direct case submitted by the Settling Devotional Claimants (“SDC”), wherein
the SDC conclude that they are entitled 100% of the devotional programming royalties, relies on
the testimony of two witnesses, Michael Little and Dr. William Brown. Mr. Little appears for the
purpose of introducing the various SDC-represented claimants and their programming, while Dr.
Brown appears for the purpose of testifying that viewer ratings are “a valuable tool to help
allocate shares for Phase II purposes”.
Evidently attempting to make its case on the cheap, the SDC relies exclusively on
archived internet printouts of one-day broadcast schedules from 9-12 years ago in order to
establish that any retransmitted broadcasts even occurred.1 Such internet printouts of broadcast
schedules do not distinguish between stations that are retransmitted and those which are not, and
fail to succinctly present information as to SDC-claimed retransmitted broadcasts. Nevertheless,
based on this suspect and undistilled information that is just dumped on IPG and the Judges, with
no analysis or direction, the SDC continue to maintain their absurdly inflated claim that they are
entitled “100%” of the devotional programming royalties.
Obviously, the SDC are not entitled “100%” of the devotional programming royalties. In
fact, they are due far, far less than the majority of royalties for such category. As demonstrated
below, the combined use of IPG data2 and SDC data fail to substantiate that the retransmitted

1

See Exh. 3 to Testimony of Michael Little, SDC Written Direct Case.

2 IPG’s methodology surveyed all devotional programming broadcasts occurring on 200-231 of the most
significant distant retransmitted stations, for each of the years 2000-2003.
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broadcasts identified in forty-four (44) of the SDC’s eighty-three (83) claims even occurred.
Still, the infirmities of the SDC written direct case do not stop at that point. The SDC’s
designated witness for presenting “an analytical framework to support distribution of the Funds
to Settling Devotional Claimants in this Phase II proceeding”,3 does nothing of the sort.
Literally, at no point does Dr. Brown indicate that he has made any program-by-program
assessment of value, or even devised a distribution methodology for doing so, the very purpose
with which Phase II participants are charged in these proceedings. The aggregate purpose of Dr.
Brown’s testimony is to assert that viewer ratings are “a valuable tool to help allocate shares for
Phase II purposes”, itself a questionable proposition that Dr. Brown offers with no supporting
explanation as to why viewer ratings equate to a cable system operator’s decision to retransmit a
terrestrial signal.
I. THE SDC ARE INCAPABLE OF ESTABLISHING THE VALIDITY OF FORTYFOUR (44) OF THEIR “JULY CLAIMS”.
As part of the preliminary hearings in these proceedings, IPG challenged various SDCclaimant claims. Most notably, IPG challenged that certain SDC “July claims” had failed to
identify a single example of a retransmitted broadcast, either because the cited station had not
been distantly retransmitted, the program had not been retransmitted on the cited station, or the
cited date of broadcast was incorrect. To clarify, IPG only brought challenge in those
circumstances in which IPG believed it could affirmatively prove from its own data that the cited
retransmitted broadcast was in error.

3

See SDC Written Direct Statement, at 3.
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However, at the time that IPG filed its motion to strike SDC claims, discovery was not
complete, and motions to compel the production of documents were pending. The aggregate of
information submitted by the SDC at that point in order to support its contention that any
retransmitted broadcasts had occurred was Exhibit 3 to Mr. Little’s testimony, wherein Mr. Little
attached a string of archived internet printouts of broadcast schedules for various singular dates
occurring between 2000 and 2003. Such internet printouts only provided information on some,
but not all, of the SDC claimants’ broadcast schedules, and made no distinction between
broadcasts that were retransmitted, and those which were not. That is, as of the filing of IPG’s
motion to strike, no compiled data succinctly reflecting the retransmitted broadcasts for which
the SDC was making claim had been presented. Consequently, IPG was still waiting to
determine whether the SDC would or could produce any information or data to substantiate its
claims.
As an initial matter, all of Exhibit 3 to Mr. Little’s testimony is inadmissible or should be
accorded no weight. The Judges have recently rejected the admission of evidence derived
anonymously from the internet, for the obvious reason that the source is unknown.4 Moreover,
in the instance of Mr. Little’s internet-printed one-day broadcast schedules, Mr. Little actually
acknowledges that he did not even obtain them himself. Rather, Mr. Little confirms that “this
information was gathered for me from internet archive sources”, i.e., another step removed from
whatever source existed. See Little Testimony at p.4.

4 Citing Vuvas v. Mukasey, 540 F.3rd 909 (8th Cir. 2008), and Crispin v. Christian Audigier, 717 F.Supp.2d 965
(2010), in the preliminary hearings, the JSC argued that precedent exists for the proposition that the anonymity of
internet generally warrants the exclusion of such information from evidence. See Tr. of November 13, 2012, at
p.292-294.
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Nonetheless, IPG propounded discovery seeking to obtain “any documents reflecting
cable retransmitted broadcasts of SDC programming during 2000-2003”. See IPG Exh. R-1, at
p.7, para.12. In response thereto, the SDC directed IPG to SDC-produced document nos.
“SDC00000304-SDC00000307 and SDC00004328 –SDC00004513”. See IPG Exh. R-1, at p.7,
para.12. Such documents entailed Cable Data Corporation data reflecting which stations were
distantly retransmitted during 2000 to 2003, and Nielsen reports for approximately ten SDCclaimed programs. See infra.
After review of the SDC-designated documents, and review of Exhibit 3 to Mr. Little’s
testimony, IPG has determined that multiple instances exist by which SDC-represented claimants
have filed a “July claim”, but are unable to demonstrate that the cited retransmission actually
occurred. See IPG Exh. R-2. Specifically, in twenty-seven (27) instances, no IPG or SDC data
exists, at all, to substantiate that the cited retransmission actually occurred. In fact, in certain
cases the SDC-produced Nielsen report substantiates that the cited retransmission did not occur,
and directly refutes the internet-printout schedules provided by Mr. Little. In ten (10) additional
circumstances, no IPG data exists to verify that the retransmission cited in the "July claim"
occurred, and the SDC substantiating information is limited to Exhibit 3, i.e., an archived internet
printout of a yet-to-occur broadcast schedule for a single day from 9-12 years prior. In none of
those ten additional circumstances does the date in the internet printout correspond to the
information in the “July claim”. Finally, in seven (7) remaining instances there is only
information to demonstrate that the SDC-claimed program was broadcast on a particular station
during February, yet not on the date cited in the “July claim”, typically missing the mark by four
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to eight months.
No different than the application of this ruling against IPG in the preliminary hearing, the
Judges are compelled to either exclude or give no weight to the SDC’s reliance on Mr. Little’s
Exhibit 3 internet printouts, which remain the bulk of information upon which the SDC relies in
order to ostensibly verify the existence of forty-four (44) retransmissions cited in “July claims”.5
In fact, to further demonstrate the questionability of the SDC’s internet-printed broadcast
schedules, there are even circumstances in which the data IPG has acquired from a known,
reputable source - - Tribune Data - - varies from the information appearing in the internet-printed
schedules, or no internet printout information even appears.6 That is, there are instances in
which the archived internet-printed one-day broadcast schedule reflects that a particular program
was scheduled for broadcast on a particular day, while the post-confirmed Tribune data reflects
that such no such broadcast ever occurred.
Predictably, the SDC will attempt to rationalize this breach of the statutory and regulatory
requirements by attempting to establish that other unidentified retransmissions of the subject
programs exist, or other unidentified programs owned by the same claimant were distantly
retransmitted in the respective years. In the preliminary hearings, the SDC was forced to rely on
IPG’s data in order to demonstrate this point for many of the challenged claims, and the Judges
allowed multiple SDC claims to stand despite uncontested evidence that the broadcasts cited in
the “July claims” did not actually occur, or were of stations that were not distantly retransmitted.

5 As noted, in twenty-seven (27) instances, neither IPG’s data or the SDC’s the internet-printed broadcast
schedules corroborate the broadcasts asserted in the “July claims”.
6 See, e.g., IPG Exh. R-2, citing 2003 claim nos. 78 and 89 by Faith for Today, Inc. and Amazing Facts, Inc.,
respectively.
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IPG continues to maintain that the statutes and regulations require that a single example of a
retransmitted broadcast must be cited in the “July claim”, and that failure of the SDC claimants
to satisfy such criteria mandates the dismissal of all such claims. That is, the SDC should not be
allowed to amend their deficient claims a decade following their filing.
For the foregoing reason, the forty-four (44) SDC claims identified in IPG Exh. R-2
require dismissal, including any program claims derived therefrom.
II. THE SDC HAVE PRESENTED NO VALID METHODOLOGY FOR THE
DISTRIBUTION OF 2000-2003 DEVOTIONAL PROGRAMMING ROYALTIES.
A. Dr. William Brown has not articulated a distribution methodology, and has
not compiled data for 2000-2003, but still reaches the conclusion that the
SDC are entitled “100%” of the devotional programming royalties.
The SDC have presented Dr. William Brown for the singular purpose of testifying that “a
valuable tool to help allocate shares for Phase II purposes is ratings”.7 This is not to say that Dr.
Brown has actually compiled any ratings data for these 2000-2003 proceedings, or that he
proposes a methodology for the distribution of devotional programming royalties based on
ratings data. Rather, it is just his opinion that ratings are “a valuable tool”.
It is difficult to not be cynical after reading Dr. Brown’s brief testimony. Dr. Brown
explains his extensive background in communications and statistics, explains how ratings are
calculated, and explains that the A.C. Nielsen Company compiles ratings data. Dr. Brown also
explains how the Bortz surveys were used to allocate royalties in large categories as part of the
Phase I proceedings, but then concedes that they “[do] not attempt to allocate shares among
particular programs within those categories.” See Brown Testimony at p.3.

7

See Brown Testimony, SDC Written Direct Case, at p.4.
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Notwithstanding, at no point does Dr. Brown indicate what his theory of distribution
would be. At no point does Dr. Brown indicate that he has made any program-by-program
assessment of value, the very purpose with which Phase II participants are charged in these
proceedings. Still, this does not hinder Dr. Brown and the SDC from summarily concluding that
the SDC is entitled “100%” of the devotional programming category monies.
The only clue that Dr. Brown, or the SDC, will concede any value to IPG-represented
programming appears in footnote 2 to Dr. Brown’s testimony, wherein he states that “[i]f it is
determined that there are other valid claimants in the Devotional Category identified by the direct
cases, then I will address the specific relative marketplace value of valid claimants’ shares in
rebuttal testimony.” See Brown testimony at fn.2.
Clearly, Dr. Brown and the SDC misunderstand the process. Rebuttal testimony is for the
purpose of rebutting the assertions set forth in an adversary party’s written direct statement, not
for the purpose of making a first-time presentation of a proposed distribution methodology.
Consequently, any attempt by the SDC to submit a proposed distribution methodology at this late
stage should appropriately be rejected by the Judges. Such substantive methodologies were
supposed to have been addressed no later than May 31, 2012, with the submission of written
direct cases, or at least no later than via an amended written direct statement, due no later than
fifteen (15) days following the close of discovery.8
In any event, while the SDC unsuccessfully sought to have many of the IPG-represented
claims dismissed, the SDC acknowledged the validity of at least one of the IPG-represented

8 Pursuant to CRB regulations, Written Direct Statements are required to be amended within fifteen (15) days of
the conclusion of discovery, i.e., in August 2012. See 37 C.F.R. Section 351.4(c)
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claims, those on behalf of Kenneth Copeland Ministries. Nevertheless, at no time did the SDC
amend their written direct statement in order to incorporate the claim of Kenneth Copeland
Ministries. Rather, Dr. Brown and the SDC continue to maintain that the SDC are entitled
“100%” of the devotional programming royalties, a genuinely disingenuous conclusion.
B. IPG issued discovery on the SDC that produced no comprehensive data from
which any Phase II conclusions can be drawn, and what data was produced
was altered to omit “local ratings” rankings for Devotional programming.
Irrespective of the deficiencies evident within Dr. Brown’s testimony, IPG sought to
determine the basis of Dr. Brown’s assertions and conclusions through discovery. See IPG Exh.
R-1. As an initial matter, the SDC written direct statement asserts:
“[Dr. Brown] will provide an analytical framework to support distribution of the
Funds to Settling Devotional Claimants in this Phase II proceeding.”
SDC Written Direct Statement, at 3. However, when IPG requested documents upon which this
statement was based, the SDC objected, and produced no documents. See IPG Exh. R-1, at p.3.
Then, IPG requested:
“Any documents reflecting the SDC’s prior assessment of relative value of
programming in the devotional programming category for 2000-2003 cable
distribution royalties.”
Again, the SDC objected, and produced no documents. See IPG Exh. R-1, at p.7.
Therefore, by all accounts, Dr. Brown had not developed the “analytical framework”
promised by the SDC. Nevertheless, Dr. Brown had made several statements as to the value of
ratings data. In response to discovery from IPG seeking the documents upon which Dr. Brown
was relying for his generalized statement that ratings are “a valuable tool to help allocate shares
for Phase II purposes”, and his other statements and conclusions, the SDC produced four (4)
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Nielsen authored reports. See, e.g., IPG Exh. R-3 (Feb. 2000 report). Each such report was
solely for the February “sweeps” period for the years 2000-2003. Each report solely provided
measured ratings in the Designated Market Area for a particular station, i.e., only “local” ratings.
Each report produced by the SDC conspicuously omitted the data which ranked the devotional
programming that was part of the report. The SDC also produced program-by-program NSI
reports for the same February sweeps periods, but only for approximately ten (10) programs,
none of which included IPG-represented programming, and omitting the vast majority of SDCclaimed programs. See, e.g., IPG Exh. R-4 (“Religious Town Hall” Feb. 2002 NSI report).
No Phase II conclusions can be drawn from any of the SDC-produced data, for multiple
reasons. First, the NSI reports expressly purport to measure “local” ratings. That is, there is
nothing contained within such reports to address “distant” ratings. Absent Dr. Brown making
claim that “distant” retransmission royalties should be distributed based on “local” ratings data, a
logical misstep, there is no relevance to the four (4) Nielsen reports. Second, the Nielsen reports
do not distinguish between distant retransmitted stations and non-distant retransmitted stations,
treating all stations alike.9 Third, the Nielsen reports only purport to measure ratings in February
of any given year, i.e., omitting any broadcasts for eleven months out of any given year. Fourth,
and very troubling, the SDC have evidently removed parts of each report - - the portion of each
report that apparently ranked devotional programs (albeit, according to “local” ratings).10 11

9 Obviously, certain stations are significantly distant retransmitted and generate substantial retransmission fees,
while others are not distantly retransmitted at all.
10 A cursory comparison of the Table of Contents with the remainder of the Nielsen reports reflects that all pages
after page “P” have been removed. According to the Table of Contents, pages “R” and “S” contained “Devotional
Programs Alphabetical Listing by Program Name”, “Program Rankings Cross-Reference”, “Households and Persons
Ranking Tables (Ranked by Average Rating), “Program Type Ranking Tables (Ranked by Households”, and
“Market Audience Estimates for Devotional Programs”. See, IPG Exh. R-3 (Feb. 2000 report). Such “Ranking
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To summarize, despite being “a valuable tool to help allocate shares for Phase II
purposes”, the only ratings data produced by the SDC in discovery included “local” ratings data,
for the month of February in any given year, for only certain devotional programs, from a report
that has been altered by the evident removal of devotional program “local rating” rankings.
Fundamental issues exist as to the use of viewer ratings to ascribe value to distant
retransmitted broadcasts in these proceedings, as it is the decision of cable system operators that
are to be considered as the telltale of value. Other than the generalized statement that ratings are
“a valuable tool”, no data, evidence, or rationale was presented by the SDC to make such
connection, much less to measure programs on such basis for the allocation of distant
retransmission royalties.
The SDC have not offered the Judges a reasonable, valid distribution methodology, or
even any distribution methodology and, by default, IPG’s survey of broadcasts on 200-231
stations for any given year is the only distribution methodology that can be taken seriously for the
allocation of devotional programming royalties.

Tables” are also prominently addressed on the second page of each report, in a box headed “NOTICE TO USERS”.
11 It is also telling that the “Permissible Uses of this Analysis” section of the Nielsen reports make clear their
allowable uses, of which these 2000-2003 cable distribution proceedings are clearly not included. See, e.g., IPG
Exh. R-3, at Section IV., page “I”.
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III. IPG’S RECALCULATED RESULTS REFLECT THAT IPG IS ENTITLED A
REVISED PERCENTAGE OF THE DEVOTIONAL PROGRAMMING
CATEGORY ROYALTIES.
A. IPG has recalculated its results, depending on which of the IPG arguments
set forth above are adopted by the Judges.
Pursuant to the distribution methodology set forth in IPG’s Written Direct Statement, as
amended, IPG has constructed three alternative sets of results based on the arguments set forth
above.
Initially, IPG adjusted its database to remove IPG-represented claims dismissed by the
Judges’ March 21, 2013 order and to reinsert broadcasts of “Amazing Facts” and “Choice of
Salvation” that were erringly ascribed to a different Phase I category.12 The results of this
analysis appear as IPG Exh. R-5.
Next, IPG removed from its database any SDC-claimed broadcasts derived from the
twenty-seven (27) claims in which no IPG or SDC data exists, at all, to substantiate that the cited
retransmission actually occurred. The results of this analysis appear as IPG Exh. R-6.
Next, IPG removed from its database any SDC-claimed broadcasts derived from the ten
(10) claims in which no IPG data exists, and the SDC substantiating information is limited to

12 Notwithstanding, as of the writing of this rebuttal statement, IPG has a pending motion for reconsideration
noting, in particular, that the Judges dismissed certain claims that were not even being challenged by the SDC.
While the Judges’ March 21, 2013 Order indicated that IPG had not produced executed contracts for Jack Van Impe
Ministries and Salem Baptist Church, the reason for such fact was that IPG was only responding to the SDC’s claim
challenges, which for Jack Van Impe Ministries and Salem Baptist Church did not include a challenge to their 2001
claims, and was limited to those years in which IPG had not already produced executed contracts to the SDC. IPG,
in fact, had already produced to the SDC copies of the Mandate Agreements between IPG and such entities
applicable to 2001 broadcasts, and substantiated such fact by providing these same documents as exhibits to IPG’s
motion for reconsideration, which documents are bate-stamped and reflect prior production to the SDC. See IPG
Motion for Reconsideration of Order Following Preliminary Hearing on SDC Motion to Strike Portions of IPG
Claims”, filed April 5, 2013.
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Exhibit 3, i.e., an archived internet printout of a yet-to-occur broadcast schedule for a single day
from 9-12 years prior. The results of this analysis appear as IPG Exh. R-7.
Finally, IPG removed from its database any SDC-claimed broadcasts derived from the
seven (7) remaining claims in which there is only information to demonstrate that the SDCclaimed program was broadcast on a particular station during February, yet not on the date cited
in the “July claim”, typically missing the mark by four to eight months. The results of this
analysis appear as IPG Exh. R-8.
Again, with each alternative, IPG provides three relevant figures for each annual royalty
pool; a figure derived, in part, from the number of distant subscribers of a particular station, a
figure derived, in part, from the fees generated by the distant transmission of a particular station,
and a figure blending those two figures.
B. IPG should be recompensed the cost of its data, as the SDC have presented
no data in connection with any proposed distribution methodology, and in
several circumstances the SDC claims were preserved only by the SDC’s
reliance on IPG data.
As described in Section II. above, the SDC have made no legitimate attempt to present
any distribution methodology for Phase II allocation in the devotional programming category. In
fact, no data has been presented by the SDC, or at least any data that attempts to make a programby-program comparison of programming in the devotional category. Moreover, the basis upon
which the SDC was able to even preserve some of the claims challenged by IPG in the
preliminary hearings was IPG’s data, i.e., data secured and developed by IPG at great expense.13

13 The argument made by the SDC was that even though the SDC could not present data demonstrating the
existence of the retransmission cited in the “July claim”, IPG’s data reflected SDC-claimant-controlled retransmitted
broadcasts other than the programming, stations or dates cited in the SDC claimant’s claim. The Judges allowed
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If the Judges adopt the IPG distribution methodology for the devotional programming
category, and rely on the data secured and developed by IPG, then the Judges should reasonably
rule that the first monies from the devotional programming royalty pools for 2000-2003 should
be paid over to IPG for reimbursement of verifiable out-of-pocket costs utilized to develop the
IPG distribution methodology. Such result would not be warranted if the SDC had presented any
data for allocation within the devotional category, but it did not. Rather, the SDC seemed to just
accept that it would rely on whatever data IPG relied on, and attempt to broach these proceedings
by attacking IPG’s represented claims by whatever manner it could.
CONCLUSION
The SDC have failed to produce any evidence to substantiate that the retransmitted
broadcasts identified in forty-four (44) of the SDC’s eighty-three (83) claims even occurred.
Moreover, the SDC have not offered the Judges a reasonable, valid distribution methodology, or
any distribution methodology, and by default, IPG’s survey of broadcasts on 200-231 stations for
any given year is the only distribution methodology that can be taken seriously for the allocation
of devotional programming royalties.
For the foregoing reasons, the Judges should adopt the distribution methodology
advocated by IPG for distribution of devotional programming royalties. Further, the Judges

these previously unidentified examples of distant retransmission, taken from IPG’s data, to act as a substitute for the
deficient information appearing in the challenged SDC claims.
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should award IPG its verifiable out-of-pocket costs utilized to develop the IPG distribution
methodology for the devotional programming category.

Respectfully submitted,

By_______________________
Raul Galaz
May __, 2013
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DECLARATION OF RAUL GALAZ
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct, and of my
personal knowledge.

Executed on May __, 2013

___________________________
Raul C. Galaz
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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY
OF TOM MOYER
My name is Tom Moyer, and I am an independent motion picture and television producer.
From 1998 until the present, I am the principal of Watercourse Road Productions LLC.
Watercourse Road Productions was the producer of a children’s television program entitled
“Critter Gitters”. I am appearing at the behest of Independent Producers Group, in connection
with the 2000-2003 Phase II cable distribution proceedings.
Original production of “Critter Gitters” occurred from1996 until 2002; however the
program remains in syndication to this day. “Critter Gitters” was produced for six (6) seasons,
and resulted in the production and distribution of 65 episodes. “Critter Gitters” was initially
distributed by a third-party syndication company, but after one season Watercourse Road
Productions assumed this function, and self-distributed the program. In the capacity of a
successful producer/syndicator of U.S. television programming for thirteen (13) years, and
continuing, I consider myself an expert on the subject.
Distribution of the program via syndication in U.S. broadcast television entails
establishing relationships with the representatives of television stations in various television
markets throughout the United States, specifically, the representatives of a television station or
station group that are responsible for selecting the programming appearing thereon. It also
entails obtaining sponsorship of the programming from advertisers, who place their advertising in
that portion of the programming episode reserved for advertising. Watercourse Road
Productions took on these responsibilities and operations when it began to self-syndicate its
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programming.
Watercourse eventually obtained clearance in over 70% of the United States, meaning
that such percentage of the population in the United States was capable of viewing “Critter
Gitters” on one of the over-the-air broadcast stations carrying the program. Our programming
appeared on such notable stations as superstation WGN Chicago, where two episodes of “Critter
Gitters” were broadcast each week, sometimes back-to-back, and for three consecutive years.
Watercourse would typically enter into a 52-week contract with a station or station group,
pursuant to which the station or station group would retain two minutes of advertising time per
episode, while Watercourse would retain three minutes of advertising time per episode.
In order to fund production and the other aspects of distribution, Watercourse was
required to obtain advertising sponsors. Watercourse quickly obtained sponsorships with such
notable companies as Legos, Kraft, Nabisco, Kellogg’s, Pfizer, and McDonalds, among others.
Whether vying for station clearances or advertising sponsorship, our competitors were Disney,
Fox, Nickelodeon, etc. All of these sponsors purchased advertising on the program, in advance
of an episode’s production, and without any knowledge of whatever viewer ratings had been
previously measured.
I have had an opportunity to review the written direct case of the Settling Devotional
Claimants, and specifically the testimony of Dr. William Brown, and have been asked to express
my expert opinion thereon. Dr. Brown makes certain significant statements with which I
disagree. According to Dr. Brown, viewer ratings are “a valuable tool to help allocate shares for
Phase II purposes.” Dr. Brown also states that, “for Phase II purposes . . . even though such
MPAA/Nielsen data is subject to limitations, it still has significant value in this proceeding, and
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can be a useful measure in helping to determine the relative marketplace value of programs.”
As I have been informed, these proceedings are for the purpose of allocating cable
royalties on a program-by-program basis, and the Copyright Royalty Board is charged with the
responsibility of determining the most equitable means of making that allocation. As I have also
been informed, the value of any given programming is based on the considerations of the cable
system operators that select which broadcast stations they desire to retransmit, and who are
ultimately seeking to increase subscribership to their cable system. Unfortunately, the leap of
faith that is made in the testimony of Dr. Brown is that higher viewer ratings will necessarily
equate to greater appeal to a cable system operator, and greater cable system subscribership.
As a producer and distributor of programming with extensive firsthand experience in such
area, I can attest that viewer ratings do not even necessarily equate to securing primary
transmissions by a broadcaster, much less secondary retransmissions by a cable system operator.
To be certain, some programming is viewer driven. However, much programming is not, and it
is a vast overstatement to suggest that viewer ratings are a necessary aspect of a program’s
distribution, or even a consideration in many circumstances. The syndication of certain genres of
programming, such as children’s programming, are particularly unconcerned with viewer ratings,
and it is my speculation, though unconfirmed, that ratings are an even lesser consideration for
independent stations than network-affiliated stations.
In the 13 years that I was a television producer and distributor, on not one occasion were
the ratings for our programming addressed. We did not obtain Nielsen viewership data for our
programming, nor did our advertising sponsors. On not one occasion were viewership ratings a
factor in securing a new advertising sponsor. In fact, on only one occasion was Watercourse
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Road Productions even queried by a prospective sponsor as to whether we had ratings data
available. We did not have such information, told them so, and received their advertising
sponsorship anyway. Repeatedly, Watercourse was informed that the motivating factor for a
particular station or station group to broadcast our programming, or for an advertising sponsor to
place advertising in our show, was the desire to be affiliated with quality programming. Without
qualification, our sponsors would inform us that they were unconcerned about ratings because
they wanted “to be aligned with great quality programming” and a strong station clearance.
In any event, the television world is packed with examples of programs that initially had
miserable ratings, but remained in production because of their recognized quality. A preeminent
example is the television show “Cheers”, which despite being ranked 74th out of 77 shows during
its premiere, eventually ran for eleven seasons, garnering 28 Emmy Awards and 117
nominations. Some programs ultimately attain high ratings, and some do not. However, it is
well-known that even network broadcasters will continue ordering episodes of a show despite
mediocre ratings, because of the perception that the show may gain prominence for the producer
via awards or recognition, or just to bring a variety of programming to the network.
To summarize, it is a vast error to suggest that television is about nothing but “viewer
ratings”. Moreover, which “viewer ratings” would be considered relevant? Aggregate ratings?
Ratings related only to viewers 18-34 in age? Ratings based on gender? Ratings based on
ethnicity? Even the suggestion that a measured rating for one demographic is as valuable as the
same measured rating for a different demographic demonstrates the simplistic approach taken in
Dr. Brown’s testimony, or any approach that relies predominantly on viewer ratings to assess
value.
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Thank you for your time, and I hope that my testimony will be useful to your
consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

By_______________________
Tom Moyer
May __, 2013
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DECLARATION OF TOM MOYER
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing testimony is true and correct, and of my
personal knowledge.

Executed on May __, 2013

___________________________
Tom Moyer
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